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Add All Media Together? Radio Still Wins Reach. Radio is, once again, the nation’s top reach medium. But the real story 
is that’s only part of the bigger overall takeaway. The introduction of Nielsen’s second-ever Comparable Metrics report 
may help radio in the battle for a bigger slice of the ad pie. That the finding was reported by Nielsen in its new Comparable 
Metrics Report using the same “apples to apples” metrics to measure TV, radio, TV-connected devices, PCs, smartphones 
and tablets should go down as the bigger headline. First, the numbers: AM/FM radio reached 
over 90% of all adults in a given week during third-quarter 2015, a percentage that is consistent 
across demos—92% among 18-34 year-olds, 95% for 35-49-year-olds and 91% for persons 50+. 
TV is a close second, reaching 85% of all adults. Smartphones reach 74% of all adults—86% 
of persons 35-49. But after that there is a steep drop-off. PCs reach half of all adults, followed 
by TV-connected devices (40%) and tablets (29%). “Radio is the only media platform that’s consistently delivering more 
than 90% of every adult demographic on a weekly basis. Not even TV is able to do that,” says Stacey Schulman, executive 
VP, strategy & analytics, Katz Media Group. “That’s phenomenal in a world where we’re constantly fighting for our fair share 
of dollars.” The introduction of Nielsen’s second-ever Comparable Metrics report may help radio in the battle for a bigger 
slice of the ad pie. The report is a departure from siloed measurements that have made comparisons of one media to 
another difficult. It was “sorely needed,” Schulman says, because the new findings put radio “in the mix” of total media usage 
estimates for the first time. “This helps us understand the landscape better in an apples-to-apples way,” she says. 

Inside Nielsen’s Comparable Metrics. For its second-ever Comparable Metrics Report, Nielsen shelved metrics associated 
with only one type of content, such as Average Quarter Hour for radio and page views for digital to give an “apples-to-apples” 
view of consumption across media. The report concentrates on three basic measurement concepts. Among them—“how 
many” (IE: cume or reach); “how often” (expressed as days per week) and “how long” (time spent with each platform). When 
it comes to “how often,” radio listeners tune in an average of 5.1 days per week. As with “how many,” the number is consistent 
across demos: 5.0 for 18-34-year-olds, 5.3 with 35-49-year-olds and 5.2 for 50+. That puts radio a close third, behind 
smartphone users (5.7 days/week) and TV viewers (5.3 says/week). When it comes to “how long,” adults spend 12 hours and 
52 minutes a week with radio. In fact, radio has the most consistent minutes of usage across all age groups. Even Millennials, 
often portrayed as abandoning traditional media in favor of digital, spend 10:53 a week with radio, accounting for 20% of 
their weekly media time. Radio’s “how long” variance between Millennials and persons 50+ (13:50) is a drop in the bucket 
compared to TV. Persons 50+ spend more than twice as much time with TV (42:45) than their 18-34-year-old compatriots 
(18:27). In fact, Millennials spend nearly twice as much time on digital devices as they do watching TV. The report shows 
radio steadfastly surviving decades of disruptive introductions—from TV in the 1950s to more recent competitors, such as 
satellite radio, the iPod, smartphones and streaming pureplays. An Enduring Habit—Radio remains the premier source 
for in-the-moment information; for more analysis, go to InsideRadio.com.

Audio Streaming Jumps Big on Q3 Metrics Report. One of the big eye-openers from Nielsen’s Q3 Comparable Metrics 
Report is the explosive growth of audio streaming on smartphones. The report breaks out audio streaming as a subset of 
the digital bucket, and includes apps and sites specifically designed to provide audio content (such as iHeartRadio, Spotify 
and Pandora). It does not include audio content through YouTube, Vevo and other apps that also provide video capabilities. 
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In Q3 2015, the average adult who streamed audio on their smartphone nearly doubled their usage to 122 minutes per 
week, up from 67 minutes in 2014. Streaming audio on tablets more than tripled from 52 minutes to 160 minutes. During the 
same period, the reach of streaming audio on smartphones increased from 29.3% of adults in 2014 to 34.5% this year and 
from 2.8 days a week to 3.3. The study also shows media usage moving to mobile and connected devices, with traditional 
TV having a significantly larger decline in average audience than radio. Unanswered by the report is whether or not that 
decline is mitigated by the growth of online streaming. “We know there’s more streaming going on in the digital space and 
that some portion of that is absolutely to traditional radio sources,” says Stacey Schulman, executive VP, strategy & analytics, 
Katz Media Group. “What we really don’t know is what percentage and how much and that points to a real need in the 
marketplace for more intelligence on what’s happening here.” Nielsen notes that audio streaming increase may have been 
influenced by a service that implemented a free trial during the reporting period, presumably Apple. The Q3 report covers 
July 28-Aug. 31, 2014, and July 27-Aug. 30, 2015. Download the report HERE.

Hispanics, Younger Demos Key To Country’s Future. While country remains cool 
among its core audience—as the No. 2 most-popular format behind CHR with both 18-34 
and 25-54, according to Nielsen—there were well-publicized cracks in its veneer through 
2015. According to Edison Research’s Sean Ross, the format, which experienced 
phenomenal early ‘90s growth, fell off in the second half of the decade, driven by the 
loss of the young audience, fewer stations and the absence of a major New York outlet. 
Despite an indisputable comeback, country still falls short of its high watermark. “In PPM, 
despite the current national excitement about the format, its number, based roughly on 
the top 50 markets, is still short of even its pre-Garth Brooks, late-’80s number,” Ross 
writes. So what must the format do? Jaye Albright, a principal with consultancy Albright 
& O’Malley & Brenner, tells Inside Radio there are several tactics available. “It is possible 
for a very good nationally syndicated personality or team to do well against a poorly 
targeted or ‘just average’ local morning or daypart show—but we have yet to see a 
strong local talent who…resonates creatively ever lose to a syndicated talent.” Albright 
also recommends forging a strategy to grow country’s Hispanic audience, the fastest-
growing ethnic group; as well as appealing to the 35-44 population “and its inevitable 
evolution into 45-54.” Albright’s partners, Mike O’Malley and Becky Brenner, tell Inside 
Radio, “Country’s largest age targets are 20-29, followed by 50-54. To maximize its share, the format [must] straddle a 
wider generational gap than ever. Country’s future power will come from targeting 20-somethings and the younger edge of 
30-somethings. If a station’s target is too focused on that older portion, it may see downward cume in the coming few years.” 

Talent Is An Asset For Soft-Cycle Country. A soft artist cycle can be the bane of any format’s existence, and it seems to 
be affecting two popular styles pointedly at the moment—CHR and country. “Many stations in both of these formats became 
extremely current in the last few years as a PPM ratings tactic, while the products were hot—and now that the product isn’t 
as hot, these stations have to adjust and put some recurrents and gold back on the clock to compensate,” says RadioAnimal 
president Dom Theodore. Justin Chase, Beasley Media Group’s VP of Programming, concurs, adding that callout research 
for country format passion scores for its top 10 records are 10 to 15 points lower than six months ago, “This is definitely a 
noticeable trend by a pretty large margin,” he says. Theodore believes the solution lies with talent. “Smart programmers will 
open talent back up a bit more and let them entertain, so there’s more of an incentive to listen beyond the music,” he says. 
He adds that a number of country stations “pulled talent way back in the last few years in response to PPM and got away 
with it because the music cycle was so robust...but things are changing and the role of talent is more important when great 
current music isn’t available.” Meanwhile, country battles the oft-discussed concern that the format is fragmenting, although 
Entercom president of Programming, Pat Paxton, is not so concerned. “I don’t think country will fragment at all, at least not 
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in a mainstream successful way,” he says. “Maybe if someone wants to be No. 3 or 4 in the market, they’ll focus on an older 
or much younger position, but the strongest stations will continue to be the mainstream country stations.” 

iHeart Ups Its Game With Scout’s Sports. iHeartMedia has scored a potential touchdown via a new strategic alliance with 
Scout Media, said to be the nation’s largest privately held sports network. Announced at this week’s CES in Las Vegas, the 
radio group will leverage Scout’s network of local and team-specific digital sports content across its radio, digital, mobile 
and social platforms. The upside for the radio giant is access to premium sports content. According to a release, Scout will 
supply “hundreds of millions of listeners with exclusive sports content, including team videos, podcasts and more” across 
iHeart’s 850+ U.S. radio stations and websites, and nationally via streaming on iHeartRadio. Scout Media is already a giant 
in the field, offering a full-time video channel for every NFL and major college team, as well as ownership of the Fantasy 
Football World Championship, and a popular resource for college football and basketball scouting and recruiting information. 
According to the company, it produces 11,000 stories and 1,000 premium videos monthly. Scout founder James Heckman 
and chairman Ross Levinsohn acquired the company from Fox Sports in 2013 
and say that they increased its user base by 181% in 2015. For Scout, the 
deal expands its distribution and increases its exposure to iHeart’s more than 
245 million monthly listeners, nearly 90 million digital uniques and 80 million 
social followers. Joe Robinson, president of iHeartMedia Ventures, says, “It’s 
an exciting time for sports programming. There is always demand for more 
authentic original content. That’s where Scout dominates, and we think they can 
bring great value to our listeners.”

With Virtual Reality Tech, iHeart Gets Fans On-Stage. There’s nothing quite 
like feeling you’re so close to your favorite musicians that you could practically 
touch them. And iHeartMedia and Universal Music Group are banking on that 
appeal, launching virtual reality experiences that will integrate artists, fans and 
brands in interactive experiences. Virtual Reality (VR) technology is on display 
this week at the 2016 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, and iHeart 
and UMG will now apply the technology to musical events. VR usually involves 
a headset, goggles and other wearables that simulate the experience of being 
part of an event. So, rather than watching a concert from the crowd, a VR user 
might be able to feel they’re walking around the stage and interacting with artists. 
iHeart says it will feature a VR experience at six of its major music events in 2016, starting with the April 3 iHeartRadio Music 
Awards. In addition, the two companies will produce full VR shows from four artists as part of a new iHeartRadio VR Concert 
Series at the iHeartRadio Theater in Los Angeles. Like many of its other content initiatives, iHeart is looking to collaborate 
with brands and sponsors on the VR projects. iHeart and UMG say they will recruit brands to partner on developing, 
producing and distributing the VR projects. “Our greatest strength at iHeartMedia is that we curate for our listeners—in 
this case working with UMG to create a completely new entertainment experience using state-of-the-art VR technology,” 
iHeartMedia chairman and CEO Bob Pittman said in a news release. “And now, as advertisers seek to tie their brands and 
products to music and artists in innovative ways, we can use our industry-leading reach and best-of-breed music events to 
unlock the combined power of music and VR as a revolutionary marketing tool.”

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Politics Helps Boost News/Talk’s 
Lead—For Now… iHeart, Hearing Canadian Beckon, Delivers Radio Up North… Ad Or Content? Native Ad Confusion Hot 
FTC Topic… Netflix’ Hastings Offers Advice Radio Can Use: Choice Matters… Ad Insider: Will Chevy’s Grand Plan Lead To 
Sales? Read these and other stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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S A L E S

Syracuse, NY – Family Life Ministries files a $2.5 million deal to buy AC 
“Mix 106” WMCR-FM and classic hits “Greatest Hits 92.1” WSEN-FM from 
Leatherstocking Media Group. The stations further extend the contemporary 
Christian Family Life Network’s footprint into the Syracuse area. It already 
has nearly 70 signals covering western New York and western Pennsylvania. 
The sale will leave Leatherstocking Media Group with “Oldies 1050” WSEN 
and the “CNY Talk Radio” simulcast of WFBL (1390) and WMCR (1600) in 
the Syracuse market.

Des Moines – Jeff Rasmussen’s 62 And Even II files a $300,000 deal to 
buy sports “The Jock 1490” KXLQ from Birach Broadcasting. KXLQ has 
500-watts day and 1,000-watts night.

Montana – Ted Austin’s Snake River Radio files a $200,000 deal to buy 
classic hits KEZQ, West Yellowstone, MT (92.9) from Jerry Lundquist’s 
Chaparral Broadcasting. The deal also includes the Driggs, ID-licensed 
translator K284CE at105.1 FM. Broker: Media Services Group

Multi-State Deal – Astrakel International files a $100,000 deal to buy four 
translators from the Augusta Radio Fellowship Institute. The signals include 
the Maxton, NC-licensed W275AH at 102.9 FM; the Millen, GA-licensed 
W223AF at 92.5 FM; the Thomson, GA-licensed W250AQ at 97.9 FM; and 
the Atlantic Beach, SC-licensed W238CJ at 95.5 FM. All four translators will 
carry the religious Good News Network.

Louisiana – Holladay Broadcasting files a $50,000 deal to buy the Bastrop, 
LA-licensed translator K256CN at 99.1 FM from Family Worship Center 
Church. Holladay Broadcasting owns seven stations in the Monroe, LA 
market including two AMs: “Talk 540” KMLB and “Classic Country1680” 
KRJO. Broker: Fowler Media Consulting

Kentucky – Jonathan Smith’s Lincoln-Garrard Broadcasting files a $30,000 
deal to buy “Sports Talk 1450” WWXL, Manchester, KY from Juanita Nolan. 
Lincoln-Garrard Broadcasting already owns nine stations in the area but only 
country “K-105.7” WTBK, Manchester, KY overlaps with WWXL.

Kansas – White Communications files a $30,000 deal to buy the Ellsworth, 
KS-licensed translator K243AR at 96.5 FM from First Ventures Capital 
Partners. Barbara White owns adult hits “95.9 Jack FM” KRSL-FM and classic 
country KRSL (990) in Russell, KS.

Missouri – Fidelity Broadcasting files a $30,000 deal to buy the Trenton, 
MO-licensed translator K295AM at 106.9 FM from First Ventures Capital 
Partners. Fidelity is expected to use the signal to simulcast news-talk KTUI, 
Sullivan, MO (1560).

Nebraska – The Nebraska Rural Radio Association files a $25,000 deal 
to buy the Holdrege, NE-licensed translator K261BT at 100.1 FM from My 
Bridge Radio. The filing says the Association plans to simulcast country “93.1 
The River” KRVN-FM, Grand Island-Kearney-Hastings, NE on the signal. My 
Bridge Radio still covers the area with its religious teaching station KHZY, 
Overton, NE (99.3).

Oklahoma – The Love Station files a $25,000 deal to acquire the Duncan, 
OK-licensed translator K271BY at 102.1 FM. The Love Station gets the signal 
as part of a trade with Screen Door Broadcasting which last month filed a 
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Communications, Alpha earlier acquired four other Palm Springs market 
stations including “Real Rock 93.7” KCLB-FM, rhythmic CHR “U-92.7” 
KKUU, talk “94.3 K-News” KNWZ/KNWQ (970/1140, 94.3). After it sells, 
R&R will still own “News Talk 920” KPSI, “Progressive Talk 1450” KPTR 
and adult standards “Legend 107.3” KWXY (1340, 107.3) in the market.

McAllen-Brownsville, TX – Bi-Media closes a $2.2 million deal to buy 
adult hits “104.9 Jack FM” KJAV and Spanish news-talk “Informativo 
840” KVJY from MBM Radio. Bi-Media is a family-owned group led by 
Rodrigo Bichara. MBM Radio will still own “Super Tejano 102.1FM/95.3 
FM” KBUC/KZSP, “710 Talk Radio” KURV, and regional Mexican “La Ley 
92.7” KESO in the McAllen-Brownsville market. It also operates three 
stations across the border in Mexico.

Colorado Springs — News-Press & Gazette Company closes a 
$2.5 million deal to buy “FM News Channel 105.5” KRDO-FM from 
Optima Communications. News-Press & Gazette already owns sister 
KRDO (1240) and had been operating the FM under a local marketing 
agreement. It also owns the Colorado Springs ABC-TV affiliate KRDO-
TV. Broker: Jody McCoy, Media Services Group.

Virginia – Patrick Community Media closes a $94,000 deal to buy oldies 
WHEO, Stuart (1270) from Patrick County Communications. The buyer 
is a partnership of a dozen community members.

Salt Lake City – Nicolas Vicente’s AASAA Media closes a $275,000 
deal to buy regional Mexican “La Raza 1550” KMRI from Alpha & 
Omega Communications. AASAA Media had operated the station 
under a time brokerage agreement since last November. Broker: Media 
Services Group

$25,000 deal to buy the translator from the Sister Sherry Lynn Foundation. 
Screen Door will get $22,500 in cash and the construction permit for The 
Love Station’s Stillwater, OK-licensed translator K261EC at 100.1 FM.

Knoxville – Aaron Ishmael and Karl Lieber’s Mid-Century Radio files a 
$25,000 deal to buy WKCE (1120) from Kirkland Wireless Broadcasters. 
The 500-watt daytime-only station has been off the air since October when 
Kirkland told the FCC its studio-transmitter link failed. Following the sale 
Kirkland will still own “Sports Radio 1180” WVLZ in the market. Ishmael 
and Lieber are currently minority partners in MidNation Media, which owns 
classic country KNDH, Hettinger, ND (102.3).

Roswell, NM – Adriana Aguirre files a $21,500 deal to buy the Ruidoso, 
NM-licensed translator K283CB at 104.5 FM from Community Translator 
Network. The filing says the translator will simulcast Hispanic Target Media’s 
regional Mexican “Radio Amigo 96.1” KALN, Dexter, NM.

Utah – Paul Anderson files a $20,000 deal to buy the Moab, UT-licensed 
translator K259CM at 99.7 FM and the Green River, UT-licensed translator 
K266BF at 101.1 FM from Alan Greager’s Professional Antenna, Tower and 
Translator Service. The filing says the translators will simulcast country “92.3 
The Moose” KMOZ-FM, Grand Junction, CO.

Mississippi – Wood Broadcasting files a $20,000 deal to buy the Macon, 
MS-licensed translator W294AT at 106.7 FM from Max One Communications. 
The translator will simulcast Wood Broadcasting’s Jackson, MS market 
bluegrass/religious teaching “1120 The Tradition” WTWZ.

North Dakota – Real Presence Radio files a $17,500 deal to buy the Harvey, 
ND-licensed translator K216DI at 91.1 FM. The signal will simulcast religious 
KXRP, Bismarck (91.7).

C L O S I N G S

Denver – KSE Radio Ventures closes a $54 million deal to buy hot AC “Mix 
100” KIMN, classic hits “Kool 105” KXKL-FM and country “92.5 The Wolf “ 
KWOF from Wilks Broadcasting. The deal also includes two Boulder-licensed 
FM boosters. Matt Hutchings-led KSE Radio Ventures is a division of Kroenke 
Sports & Entertainment, which owns a range of sports and entertainment 
assets, including the Denver Nuggets, the Colorado Avalanche, the Pepsi 
Center, the Paramount Theatre and Dick’s Sporting Goods Park. Broker: 
Clifton Gardiner & Company (for KSE)

Minneapolis-St. Paul – Northern Lights Broadcasting closes a $7.95 million 
deal to buy religious “Praise FM” KNOF (95.3) from Christian Heritage 
Broadcasting. It has relaunched the station as rhythmic CHR “Go 95.3” 
KZGO. The deal gives the Pohlad family-owned company a second FM in 
the market where it already has modern rock “Go 96.3” KTWN-FM and the 
Minnesota Twins baseball team. Under the terms of the contract Christian 
Heritage Broadcasting will receive the right to coordinate with the team to 
present “Faith Night at Target Field” during the 2016-2020 regular seasons. 
The religious broadcaster will also receive box space during at least one 
home game for the next five seasons. Northern Lights also agrees to spend 
up to $50,000 to revamp the “Praise FM” website and streaming operation.

Palm Springs – Alpha Media closes a $3 million deal to buy hot AC “Mix 
100.5” KPSI-FM and country “98.5 The Bull” KDES-FM from Ric and Rozene 
Supple’s R & R Radio. As part of a separate $38.25 million deal with Morris 
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DIRECTOR OF SALES - PHILADELPHIA
WBEB/ 101.1 More FM- Philadelphia seeks a Director of Sales.
We are a market leading stand-alone FM radio station that wins in both 
ratings and revenue.

If you are tired of corporate ,cookie-cutter radio and wish to grow in 
our unique environment, this may be the right opportunity for you. Our 
DOS should be able to attract, train, and retain a top sales team; be 
able to work with experienced, successful sales leaders that are market 
veterans; and interact with an experienced management team.

This individual should respect and appreciate the strengths of radio, 
and embrace digital, events, and cause-marketing. If this sounds like 
a great position for you, please submit your cover letter and resume.

All replies are strictly confidential. This 
position reports to the President/CEO.

Please send your package ASAP to:
Heather Crosby/Business Manager-WBEB
HeatherC@101-fm.com

Equal Opportunity Employer

Bonneville Radio Group in Salt Lake City, UT, has an opening 
for a National Sales Manager. We are looking for a dynamic 
sales professional up to the challenge of setting new records 
across multiple platforms. The ideal candidate must have a track 
record of growing market share, developing client relationships 
and generating non-traditional revenue. Bonneville Radio provides 
“best in class” multi-platform products, a tremendous challenging 
work environment, a talented team, and excellent compensation.

POSITION PURPOSE: Oversee national sales goals for Bonneville 
Radio and provide strategic plans to ensure revenue growth.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS & KEY RESPONSIBILITIES: Ability to 
communicate effectively to build and maintain successful internal 
and external relationships with reps, buyers, planners and clients;
Possess an acute understanding of how to forecast future revenue;
Creativity to develop targeted, customer focused marketing 
solutions using multiple media products including but not limited 
to radio, web, mobile, and social media; Take full ownership of 
national budgets and revenue goals and constantly develop 
strategies to exceed national share from prior year.

Find more qualifications, skills and responsibilities and 
other details in our full ad at insideradio.com. If qualified, 
please send cover letter and resume to: kslhr@ksl.com   
Equal Opportunity Employer

BONNEVILLE RADIO GROUP - NATIONAL SALES MANAGER LOCAL RADIO SALES
$100,000 PLUS

Are you happy with the money and 
commissions you made in 2015?  If 

not, let me introduce to you to  
Direct Media Power, Inc. (DMP).

DMP partners with every major 
national radio network and 1000s 

of local radio stations nationwide to 
liquidate millions of dollars of their 
unsold commercial radio airtime.  
And we are currently looking for 
aggressive, local area Account 
Executives who want to work a 

proven inside sales system from our 
suburban Chicago location and make 

$100,000 plus.  We are, however, 
NOT looking for sales people who 

are content with making $60K/year.  
With DMP you have the potential 
to earn a high income within 30-
60 days of employment,  with no 
territory boundaries (you will be 
selling to national clients) and no 

caps on commissions.  In addition, 
you will work for a growing and 

entrepreneurial company.  This is a 
radio salespersons dream job! 

  
We’re looking to add 6-10 salespeople 
to our growing team.  Don’t miss out 
on this opportunity.  For immediate 

consideration, please email  
cover letter/resume to: 

shirleen@directmediapower.com 
or just give her a call at:

630-256-8600 ext 7031.

Need to Hire?
CLICK HERE
to place your
classified ad

online.
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